Evolution is a multi-level process. Both actual evidence and theoretical considerations suggest as a first generalization that evolution both at single levels and in series of increasingly complex levels decelerates with time. Additional evidence, the expected difference between rapid nonadaptive speciation in small populations and effective adaptation in large ones, and analysis of explosive evolution suggest further that effective adaptive evolution occurs primarily in large populations, and that segments of such evolution tend to begin slowly; accelerate, sometimes explosively, and then decelerate. The segments are irregular, and do not occur at regular intervals. However, the explosive evolution of a generaI adaptation pre-adapts to and is often followed by an explosive radiation of derivative lineages. This description seems to fit the origin and initial radiation of mammaIs, and the evolutionary history of man and man's cultures. Evolutionists recognize that evolution is a multi-level process but rarely apply the multi-level concept consistently. Here, I shall try to apply it to an analysis of rates, patterns, and effectiveness of evolution, which is a subject of current interest. For a statement of some of the concepts of multi-level evolution see ref. 4 ), indicates that both bacteria and blue-green algae existed at least 3.1 billion years ago and may already have been using chlorophyll, and this suggests that the main groups of prokaryotes evolved and separated rapidly, very early in their history, and that evolution of their primary adaptations then slowed down rather than speeded up.
and then decelerate. The segments are irregular, and do not occur at regular intervals. However, the explosive evolution of a generaI adaptation pre-adapts to and is often followed by an explosive radiation of derivative lineages. This description seems to fit the origin and initial radiation of mammaIs, and the evolutionary history of man and man's cultures. Evolutionists recognize that evolution is a multi-level process but rarely apply the multi-level concept consistently. Here, I shall try to apply it to an analysis of rates, patterns, and effectiveness of evolution, which is a subject of current interest. For a statement of some of the concepts of multi-level evolution see ref. 1. FACTS AND PROBABILITIES The "Law" of Acceleration. Bernal (ref. 2 , pp. 107-109), following Oparin and others, refers to ". . . the general law of the acceleration of the evolutionary process with time," and gives as an example a supposed "speeding up" of evolution during the evolutionary sequence of land animals, mammals, primates, man, and man's cultures through the stone, bronze, and iron ages and the age of science. However, although primates originated more recently and have existed for a shorter time than mammals, and mammals than "land animals," it does not follow that the more recent groups have evolved more rapidly. The 4) , indicates that both bacteria and blue-green algae existed at least 3.1 billion years ago and may already have been using chlorophyll, and this suggests that the main groups of prokaryotes evolved and separated rapidly, very early in their history, and that evolution of their primary adaptations then slowed down rather than speeded up.
Supposed fossil eukaryote cells in the Bitter Springs formation in the Late Precambrian of Australia are now thought to be partially degraded prokaryote blue-green algae, and all other older supposed eukaryote fossils are doubtful too, according to a very recent paper by Knoll and Barghoorn (5) . These authors think that the eukaryote (nucleated) cell may not have originated until just before the Cambrian, less than 1 billion years ago, and that multicellular eukaryotes may then have evolved "quite rapidly"; all the major eukaryote phyla, except the chordates, appear fossil in the Cambrian. This suggests a period of rapid evolution and primary adaptive radiation of eukaryotes, followed by a slowing down of the primary lines of adaptation. (But the unknown earlier stages of evolution of the exceedingly complex eukaryote cell may have been more gradual.) So, it is an hypothesis consistent with the apparent facts that prokaryote and eukaryote origins followed a common pattern, of a period of rapid evolution and diversification, followed by a slowing down of the primary adaptive processes, although in both cases secondary adaptive radiations occurred from time to time in separate phyletic lines.
Fossil Evidence of Rates of Evolution. Simpson (6) describes actual rates of evolution indicated by the fossil record. He concludes that the rates have varied enormously in different comparable groups at the same time, and in the same groups at different times, and (ref. 6, p. 139) that most of what we now think of as slow-rate lines of evolution probably went through periods of rapid evolution in the past, and have decelerated.
These considerations, facts, and probabilities raise serious doubts about the validity of the "general law" of acceleration of evolution as stated and exemplified by Bernal A relation presumably exists also between position in an adaptive segment of evolution, the force of selection, and the rate of evolution. When an organism has begun to make (evolve) an advantageous adaptation but is far from having made it, the force of selection is presumably strong at first and decreases as the organism approaches a fully adapted state, and the rate of evolution should therefore be rapid at first and should decelerate.
Therefore, for the two reasons given (that changes would be expected to occur more rapidly in simple than in complex sets, and that in segments of adaptive evolution selective forces would be expected to be strong at first and to weaken as fully adapted states are approached), the law (if there is a law) might be expected to be that evolution at any level, and in series of increasingly complex levels, decelerates with time. Some notable segments of evolution seem to have had this history.
This generalization is plainly too simple, at best half true. It is further considered under Explosive Evolution below. First, however, some modifying and complicating factors are to be considered.
Small versus Large Populations. Several recent writers (e.g., refs. 7 and 8) think that speciation occurs most rapidly in small peripheral populations, and that major changes in evolving lineages occur by "speciation events" (rapid evolutions and selective extinctions of many small-population species) rather than by continuing change in large populations. (These writers call the latter process "phyletic gradualism," but this is a prejudicial phrase.) Within the limits of this short paper, these alternatives can be compared only by means of briefly stated propositions.
Proposition 1: Hypotheses Compatible. Harper (9) seems to assert, or perhaps he intends to quote (7) , that the hypotheses of small-and large-population evolution cannot both be true. However, small-and large-population species often coexist in the same lineages. They probably have somewhat different modes of evolution, but their evolutions seem to me to be compatible and probably complexly interrelated, as suggested in Proposition 10. (And Harper suggests intermediate models.) Proposition 2: Fossil Evidence Ambiguous. Fossils show the course of evolution but not its mode during (for example) the origin and radiation of mammals or the rapid Pleistocene evolution of man. Eldridge and Gould (7), in their small-population evolution, do not give the potentialities of large-population evolution "equal time," but they add (ref. 7 (1976) nents evolve. The skeleton may evolve, and this is usually all that will show in the fossil record. But correlated evolutionary changes must often occur also in muscles, blood supply, metabolism, endocrine systems, nerve circuits, and the brain's cortex. Each of these changes is likely to require a series of mutations and recombinations on which selection acts, and some of the subprocesses may require evolution not only of direct responses but also of feedback controls. And even this is not the end of the complexity. The selective advantage of a behavior may depend also on how much the behavior is used and this may be determined complexly too, partly by evolution of reinforcing sensations of pleasure in the brain's limbic system (11) .
All this is intended to emphasize two points: that paleontologists and mathematical evolutionists can see and quantity relatively simple speciation events more easily than the evolution of more complex general adaptations, and that general adaptations are likely to be almost inconceivably complex.
Proposition 7: The Cost of Adaptation. The cost of adaptation, which is the cost of selection calculated in numbers of individuals selectively eliminated or in "genetic deaths," is a complicated subject, often mishandled by mathematicians,
and not yet fully understood. For a recent discussion of it, with references, see ref.
12. The following generalizations and inferences are pertinent here.
Large populations, with large numbers of surplus individuals in each generation, can pay higher costs of adaptation than small populations can. When a large population pays heavy costs, by selective elimination of many individuals, the population may be reduced in size. It may become temporarily a small population. But it does not then have the characteristics of a permanently small peripheral population. It may lose some genes, but it will retain most of the adaptive advantages gained as a large population, and these advantages will favor rapid recovery of the population.
Large populations therefore have a double advantage in adaptive evolution: they can put together selectively advantageous events that occur separately, and they can pay relatively heavy, complex costs of adaptation.
Proposition 8: Numbers Effects, Inter-Level Compromises, and Feedbacks. The multi-level concept of evolution suggests, as a generalization, that, at every level, large groups evolve more effectively than small ones at the same level. This generalization probably holds at genic levels: large genotypes, or sets of many genes, probably make complex adaptations more effectively, if not more rapidly, than small ones, or sets of fewer genes; this may be one reason why it is selectively advantageous for organisms to carry numbers of temporarily unused (neutral and duplicate) genes. It probably holds at cellular levels: multicellular organisms of many cells can probably make complex adaptations more effectively, if not more rapidly, than can those of fewer cells. It probably holds-this is stressed in the present paper-at the level of populations: large populations, of many individuals, probably evolve more effectively, if not more rapidly, than small ones. And it seems to hold also at a still higher level: evolution seems to be most effective where many species occur together in large-areas and tropical climates; this seems to be the explanation of the apparent tendency of successive dominant groups of animals to evolve in and disperse from large tropical areas (10) .
Of course numbers effects must be much more complex than this. There must often be an upper limit to the size sumably there are numbers optima in many cases. And there must be interactions and compromises, with feedbacks, between levels. For advantages. Perhaps hair, which greatly increased the effectiveness of body insulation, evolved then. And then, when the complex physiological processes concerned approached effective-limits, the force of selection decreased and the rate of evolution of the primary adaptation presumably decelerated. However, the general selective advantage conferred at the climax of the primary adaptive segment of evolution was so great that the animals concerned-Late Cretaceous and early Tertiary placental mammals-radiated explosively in secondary ways.
Proposition 10: Generalization. In more general terms, an evolutionary explosion probably begins as an adaptive process which (like simpler explosions) is self-propagating, with numbers effects and feedbacks. It does or may begin slowly, accelerate, and then decelerate. But if the primary adaptation is a general one conferring a great selective advantage, it may be followed by an explosive radiation involving secondary adaptations and conspicuous speciations. These two parts of evolutionary explosions-the primary adaptations and the secondary radiations-should be clearly distinguished. The first part is probably mainly a large-population process; only large populations can encompass the complexities and pay the costs of complex adaptation. The second part may be more a small-population, "speciation event" process, in which a partial shift occurs from adaptation (which continues) to increasing randomness; this process may be rapid but is of less long-term significance than the other.
These two processes are probably complexly interrelated. Evolution of a very advantageous general adaptation is likely to be followed by a very extensive secondary adaptive radiation and multiplication of species; and the diversity of species, each possessing the advantages of the general adaptation plus its own special adaptations and random genetic effects, should increase the chance of a break-through into a new adaptive zone and the beginning of a new segment of general adaptation.
If all this is correct, evolutionary explosions and rates of evolution in general are, if not cyclical, at least segmental, each well-defined segment of adaptive evolution tending to have a history of acceleration and deceleration, sometimes followed by conspicuous secondary adaptive radiation and speciation. The segments are irregular, and they do not occur at regular intervals, but they do tend to form irregular sequences of primary, secondary, tertiary, etc. adaptations and radiations. This is presumably the pattern of evolution at all levels at which adaptation occurs. And events at different levels interact, with numbers effects and feedbacks. The complexity of the whole is inconceivable-literally beyond the power of the human brain to conceive of-but the principles are real and well worth attempting to apply to (for example) the evolution of man and of human cultures.
APPLICATION TO MAN
The evolution of man can be dealt. with here only by a series of additional propositions. tion of ape into man began with evolution of an erect posture and bipedal locomotion. Of this segment of physical evolution fossils show only that australopithecines suitable to be man's ancestors stood nearly erect at least 5 million years ago, but it is a reasonable inference that evolution of erect posture and two-legged running had accelerated under strong selective pressure when prehumans first moved into open country, and then decelerated.
The second segment of man's physical evolution was an increase in size of brain. Fossils indicate that the increase was slow in the australopithecines, accelerated during the divergence and evolution of Homo, then decelerated, and virtually stopped several tens of thousands of years ago. (Some complexities in this oversimplified history are suggested by ref. 14.)
Proposition 12: Evolution of Brain Capability. A consistent but unprovable hypothesis is that evolution of brain capability was closely correlated with evolution of brain size; that after rapid evolution of an erect posture had freed the arms and hands for new functions, throwing (of stones and weapons) induced gradual evolution of an increasingly complex and precise brain in australopithecines (11) ; that this pre-adapted the brain to evolve still more complex and precise capabilities including ability to communicate by language, and that the selective advantage of the latter induced an acceleration of brain evolution in Homo; and that when brain evolution approached effective limits (or was limited by other factors), the evolution of both brain size and brain capability decelerated.
Proposition 13: Secondary Evolutions. Evolution in. Homo of a brain with increasingly complex and precise capabilities initiated secondary evolutions of increasingly complex behaviors, social organizations, cultures, technologies, and philosophies. These had no independent existence but were all manifestations of evolutions of sets of interacting bits of living material in single brains and sets of interacting brains. The evolution of some behaviors included genetically determined changes in "innate" components, but most of the secondary evolutions involved social rather than genetic heredity, variation, and selection. [From a multilevel point of view, the shift from genetic to social heredity did not end competition and natural selection (= differential elimination) but shifted them to a new level where they are more difficult to quantify but perhaps more amenable to intelligent control.] The secondary evolutions began while the brain itself was still evolving, continued after brain evolution had decelerated, and are accelerating explosively now.
The secondary evolutions varied in their adaptive precision. Evolving man apparently needed and perhaps still needs religions, mystic cults, and philosophies. These presumably conferred a common selective, adaptive advantage, but precise differences among them seem to have been relatively nonadaptive; to paraphrase Kim's Mahbub Ali, all faiths have had merit in their own demes. They may have evolved and diversified by a process comparable to nonadaptive speciation in small populations. The evolutions of cultures have been too complex to consider here. But technologies are relatively simple and precise, and do seem to have evolved both rapidly and effectively in large, deme-divided populations of brains. This cannot be argued in detail here. Readers may, if they wish, work out for themselves whether segments of technological evolution, such as the evolution of agriculture or of atomic technology, have evolved most effectively in large populations of brains, divided into demes that have exchanged technological details occasionally, with (1976) self-propagation and self-acceleration, numbers effects, and feedbacks.
Proposition 14: Man a Large-Population Species. Man has been a large-population species, divided into many demes, at least since subpopulations reached Australia and America twenty or thirty thousand or more years ago. An hypothesis consistent with this fact is that one ancestral population of Australopithecus, divided into many demes, occupied much of Africa and southern Asia-fossil fragments indicate that australopithecines did range this widely, but cannot show whether they were demes of one species; that since then man's ancestors have maintained a large, demedivided population of the sort theoretically capable of effective as well as rapid adaptive evolution; and that man's distinctive physical characteristics, brain capability, and complex behaviors and cultures have evolved and are evolving in such a population.
Proposition 15: Final Statement. The evolution of man has included primary adaptive segments during which evolution has first accelerated and then decelerated, followed by an explosive secondary radiation of behaviors, cultures, etc. It is comparable to the evolution of other general adaptations followed by secondary radiations, and is the best example we have-closest to us and most accessible for analysis-of this multi-level evolutionary pattern.
Almost every statement of fact and every generalization in this short paper has, of necessity, been oversimplified. The paper is, in fact, "verbal theorizing" of a sort sometimes belittled by experimental and mathematical biologists and others preoccupied with details. However, 1 think it is essential that what might be called the "detail explosion" in biology-the self-accelerating, exponential, explosive increase of knowledge of details of life at all levels-be balanced by formulation of simple principles by which the details can be organized and understood, and by which organic evolution can be related to other processes of directional change. That such principles can be formulated ought to be the first tenet of multi-level evolution theory.
The following reference list cannot be exhaustive, but should serve as an introduction to the literature on rates and modes of evolution. Simpson (6) is still essential reading on this subject, and Frazzetta (12) is a good recent discussion of some aspects of it. And see ref. 15 for the possible roles of gene-regulator systems in permitting rapid evolution, and of continental drift in timing evolutionary episodes. (I suggest that gene-regulators are more effective in secondary diversifications than in primary evolutions of new genetic-structural-functional systems, and that, while continental drift may make opportunities for special adaptations, it cannot be related to the more fundamental, more complex, and more novel general adaptations that seem often to have preceded major diversifications, for example in evolution of the eukaryote cell, of mammalian warm-bloodedness and placental reproduction, and of the human brain.)
